
LUMIRON’S DMR 3002-M2AC Dimmers have a unique function of having an input of 12 / 24 VAC and an output of 12 

/ 24 VDC  with a power of up to 240 Watts.

This is an excellent choice for any application especially those that have AC current as output and want to upgrade to 

LED Lighting that requires DC current output.   This unique ability now allows your controller a move diverse 

This is an excellent choice for any application especially those that have AC current as output and want to upgrade to 

LED Lighting that requires DC current output.   This unique ability now allows your controller a move diverse 

capability of working with AC power of up to 240 Watts. 

The DMR 3002 - M2AC is part of the LUMIRON line of new dimmers.  This dimmer is created for ease of use with a 

ONE-TOUCH momentary switch that is designed to work with a single color series.   This single switch will control 

three functions on – off  and dimm with the ability to dim completely from 0 – 100%.  

LUMIRON DMR 3002 - M2AC  has a built-in memory that keeps the last function used in memory.  

three functions on – off  and dimm with the ability to dim completely from 0 – 100%.  

LUMIRON DMR 3002 - M2AC  has a built-in memory that keeps the last function used in memory.  

The DMR 3002’s ability to truly dim allows you to create the level of illumination or ambiance desired

DMR 3002 is waterproof which makes it a great part of your indoor and outdoor design plans and an ideal choice for 

any marine application.

LUMIRON’S DMR 3002 - M2AC  dimmer is easy to install, easy to use 

any marine application.

LUMIRON’S DMR 3002 - M2AC  dimmer is easy to install, easy to use 

SPECIFICATIONS:

DC  Input:   12, 24VAC            FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS:

DC  Input:   12, 24VAC            

DC Output:  12, 24VDC ( 240 Watts  )

OUTPUT:  One Channels

Enclousure Size:  4 5/8 "  x  2 5/16" x  1  5/8"

Waterproof dimmer    IP65  

FEATURES

Memory:  Memory buit in 

Dimming: Digital, PWM,  Full dimming

256 leves, with soft and steady lighting, no flicker.

PWM digital dimming

Switch:  One momentary swith on / off  and Dimming

One year  Warranty 
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Switch:  One momentary swith on / off  and Dimming

One year  Warranty 



PART # MODEL SESCRIPTION INPUT OUTPUT WATTS SWITCH # OF

TYPE ZONES

9000 - 0010 DMR  3002 - M2AC One channel Dimmer with Momentary switch 12, 24VAC 12, 24VDC 240W M 1
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